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INFORMATION:

Problem:
Infinia Freezes When Radio is Used in Sleep Mode

Cause:
When the FM radio function is activated (1. By pressing the radio button on the InTouch module;
2. Start-Infinia-Toshiba FM Radio; or 3. Double-click Infinia icon on desktop, Double-click
Toshiba FM Radio icon), if  no preset memory channels have been set, a window is displayed
that says "The Toshiba FM Radio application has not detected any radio station presets..."
There is a place for a check mark in front of the statement "Do not notify me again about
non-existent presents." and an OK button. When this window is displaying, the InTouch module
is not functional.  Consequently,  when the computer is in sleep mode and the FM radio is
activated from the InTouch module, the mentioned window is "displayed" (although hidden)
with no way to click on OK.

Resolution:
There are two ways to solve this problem:
1.  Put a check mark in front of the "Do not notify me again about non-existent presets", and
          click on OK; or
2.  Set at least one preset/memory station.
          a.  With the FM radio application (and graphic displaying) click on the "^" above "SEEK"
                     to find a station.
          b.  Click on "MEMORY".
          c.  Click on "1"

Note:  If the above mentioned window is not seen, it can be brought back by deleting the
 following file:     c:\program files\Toshiba Radio\Toshrad.dat

It will be recreated when the FM radio function is activated.
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